Seamless conversion.
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docWorks is the first conversion software that handles the entire conversion
process—from importing scans to exporting metadata-rich METS/ALTO files—
in one seamless workflow. This accelerates the entire conversion procedure
and eliminates the risky data transfers between conversion steps. docWorks
has advanced layout analysis tools, features the leading OCR engines, and is
successfully used by the world’s best libraries and content providers. Projects
include the Library of Congress, the National Library of Australia, Harvard and
Princeton Universities, Axel Springer, Magnum Photos, ProQuest and Brightsolid.
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One workflow. Zero worries.
docWorks helps archives and content owners to convert their valuable print
holdings into professional digital libraries. This process consists of two steps: the
digitization, i.e. the scanning of the printed page, and the conversion, i.e. the
recognition of all contained text, image, layout and structural information. Only a
thorough conversion enables a searchable and metadata-rich digital collection.
docWorks is a conversion software that covers all conversion steps in a single
workflow. In doing so, docWorks eliminates the critical transfers between the
different conversion steps and significantly reduces the risk of data loss and timeconsuming data recoveries. docWorks provides layout analysis and offers multiple
OCR engines to handle any type of publication, language or writing system.
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Full import export support.
docWorks supports a wide range of import and export formats as well as metadata
schemes. Import formats are TIF, JPG, JP2, GIF and PDF and you can export (in
one step) METS and ALTO XML, image files, PDF, PDF/A-1, full-text XML, RTF and
EPUB. Metadata schemes are MIX, MARC, MODS, DC, METS physical structural
maps and METS logical structural maps.

Together, let’s create the next chapter.
docWorks is used by the world’s most innovative libraries and content providers
and is also the preferred software tool of many service providers. To date, more
than 150 million book and newspaper pages have been successfully processed
with docWorks, including collections from 15 national libraries.
Join the docWorks family and tell us more about you and your digitization project.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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